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A Research Ifote on America's Senior Representatives
Abroad at the Turn of the Century

by
H.E. Mattox (Chapel Hill)
From the time of Jacksonian democracy to the era
of Calvin Coolidge, the large majority of America's
diplomatic and cons~lar officers clearly were
amateurs. The appellation applies to lower-ranking
officials as well as chiefs of mission throughout this
hundred-year stretch of United States history. It is
not clear, however, tha t a lack of professional status
equated with a lack of basic educational or
intellectual qualifications, nor that the politic a l
spoils system necessarily resulted in the appointment
to posts overseas of "worn-out, useless, second-ra t e
pol i ticians."1
Such, nevertheless, is the usual
per c eption of the diplomatic and consular corps i n
those years, one that is at least implicit in the
substantial literature on the twentieth century
efforts to establish merit principles in the Foreign
Service.2
A contrary view is possible. Edward Pessen, in a
recent study of the appointive process throughout
American history, draws a pertinent judgment:
"Appointees to high judicial, diplomatic, and even
administrative posts ••• appear to have been cut of
even finer cloth than ••• [those] who have had to run
the electoral gauntlet."3 Social cloth can be defined
in several ways, but if the quoted sentence may be
taKen to mean broadly that such appointees have sprung
from elevated social-economic cultural backgrounds,
certainly in comparison with the average American, the
assessment seems to be borne out in the case of senior
officers in service abroad during one period in the
era of amateurism, the two decades from 1890 to 1910.
This writer is undertaking a study of the origins
of more than 300 ambassadors, ministers, ministers
resident, and consuls general who served overseas
during that time. The period was one of transition
from pure spoils to limited merit principles b~t was
chosen because it affords the opportunity to
investigate the qualifications of appointees to a
system not quite yet affected significantly by civil
service reform sentiment. Obviously, the ttlrn of the

century also was a crucial transitional period in the
United States's development into an internationallyrecognized world power. The American foreign affairs
e stablishment was emerging from a ~quiet time of
diplomati c doldrums,~ in Bemis's phrase, during thos e
yea rs. After 1898, it began to matter more who was
s tat ioned abroad because the stakes were higher.
Secretaries of legation or embassy and lowerranKing consular officers, unless they were promoted
to a senior position by 1910, are excluded from the
study so as to bring a degree of manageability to the
da ta.
Microfilmed Department of State lists and
official registers are the sources of most persona l
in formation thus far, although Department of Stat e
records have been consulted in some instances and will
be used to a greater extent as the study progresses.4
The sample of senior appointees includes the
over whelming majority of those who actually serv ed
abroad , 1890-1910.
Preliminary results of the study indicate t hat
America's senior envoys and consuls around the turn of
the century were drawn from select, strikingly smal l
group s in the nation's society. The prior principal
professions of the appointees is illustrative. Of the
290 officers on whom information in this regard has
been developed, more than one-fourth were active in
the legal profession (See Table I). Another 18 per
cent were journalists, writers, or editors, and 15 per
cent were from the business or banking fields. A
furthe r 15 per cent of the group was composed of
persons formerly in other government positions, many
of them appointive, or in education. Young men with
no significant professional experience before entering
the diplomatic or consular service in subordinate
posit ions--those who might be called quasi careerists--made up almost ten per cent of the total
senio r appointments.
Planters and farmers and a
miscel laneous category account for the remainder.
As a group, then, more than two-thirds of these
senio r officers were trained and experienced in one of
f our major career fields:
the law, journalism,
business, or education. If those with backgrounds in
government are added, along with the quasi-careerists,
nea rly all of whom rose through the ranks, the figure
increases to slightly above 85 per cent of the total.
2

Table I
Profe ssional Backgrounds upon Appointment 290 Senior
U. s. Diplomatic and Consular Officers, 1890-1910
Profession

Number

Per cent

Law
Journalism, Letters
Business, Banking
"Quasi-careerists"
Education
Government
Agriculture
Other
Totals

80
53
44
28
22
21
10
32
290

27.6
18.3
1 5. 2
9·7
7-6
7-2
3-4
11 .o
100.0

Occupations aside, politicians were present in
the senior ranks, to be sure. Ex-members of Congress
totalled 31 of the officers in the 1890-1910 period,
or a little more than ten per cent of the group. To
this can be added ten former governors, two of whom
also served in the congress. The net total of 39
former congressmen and governors represented less than
one-seventh of the 290-senior officer sample over the
20 year period, however.
As Elmer Pliscke has
demonstrated, the turn of the century was as well the
turning point in such appointments. Nearly 15 per cent
of the senior officers in the decade of the 1890s had
prominent political backgrounds; thereafter the number
dropped abruptly and permanently to about one per cent
of the total.5
The men who held the senior positions (there were
no women appointees) came from the mere three per cent
of the male work force that made up the recognized
professions in 1900, the mid point of the period
studied. Few physicians or clergymen, two of the
largest professional groups of the time, were
included, but as we have seen, lawyers, teachers,
merchants and bankers were. All of these groups
combined under the heading of "professions" in the
1900 Census accounted for only 828,000 of the 28
million men actively employed.6
The level of education also set apart America's
senior diplomats and consuls. At a time when only one
in 20 whi te Americans went to school beyond the age of
17, about three-fourths of the sample had graduated
from a four-year college or university. Data have
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been gathered thus far on 277 of the chiefs of
diplomatic mission and consuls general. Less than a
fourth (64 officers) evident l y had no exposure to
higher education, the majority of these serving at
consular posts. Thirty per cen t of the college- or
uni versi ty-educa ted officers attended Ivy League
schools--42 senior diplomats and 22 consuls general.
Four persons received bachelor's degrees or t he
equivalent from European institutions. Six oth ers
studied in Europe without taking degrees. The senior
diplomatic and consular services at the turn of t he
century, it seems evident, reflected extraordina ri ly
high educational standards in comparison with the
American population as a whole.
Other general characteristcs of tne group emerge
from the study. The selection of officers was broad
based; they were geographically representative of t he
United States, with one regional exception. A larger
body of data is at hand here: 343 officers are
identified, including those previously accounted for
as to professional and educational backgrounds. Not
surprisingly, a large p roportion of t he seni or
appointees was from the North Atlantic stat e s , as
grouped in the 1900 Census (see Table II). New York
was by fa r the leading single state in the nati on,
with 46 officers named. But an even larger total o f
appointments was made from 11 North Central states,
the area , not incidentally, that Presidents Harrison,
McKinley, and Taft called home. Other regions were
less heavily repre- sen ted in absolute numbers, but
only the South Central states, with their Democratic
party orientation in a mainly Republican era and their
large numbers of disenfranchised blaclCs, v1ere underrepresented in relation to the regional population
distribution in 1900.
The place of birth was not always the same as the
locale from which a consul general, say, was
appointed.
Close to ten per cent of the se nior
officers on whom information on birthplac e is
available (32 of 329) were naturalized immigrant s.
The majority of the group neverthel ess hailed from t he
state in which they were born. Further, most of t hem
lived in cities by the t ime they had gained s ufficient
stature in their professional fields t o warrant
selection.

4

Table II
Regional Origins for Appointment Purposes 343 Senior
Diplomatic and Consular Officers, 1890-1910
Region

No.Apptd.

% of Total

Region's%
of 1900 Pop.

North Atlantic

114

33·2

27.6

North Central

11 9

34·7

34.8

South Atlantic

57

16.6

13.7

South Central

28

8.2

18.5

25
343

7.2
100.0

5·4
100.0

\'/estern
Totals

The postings abroad of these political appointees
follow no discernible pattern. Somewhat unexpectedly,
however, the study reveals that a small majority of
the 343-officer sample held more than one overseas
assignment. By 1910, our cutoff year, one-third of
them (114) had amassed more than ten years as
diplomatic or consular officers, including those who
left prior to that year for whatever reason. Another
one-third had served in the five- to ten-year range.
Some few had exceptionally long periods of
uninterrupted service- -this in a day when hiring and
firing 1\'as considered the norm upon a change of
administration. Others held several appointments, but
with sporadic periods of service. A total of 166
officers (48 per cent) did conform to the pattern of
political change, in that they were one-time senior
diplomats or consular officers. Eleven per cent of
t he group, for example, was in and out during the
Ha rrison Administration, never to return. A group of
comparable size had the same experience under the
s econd Cleveland Administration.
The senior foreign service at the turn of the
century clearly presented no settled career track for
those interested in appointment abroad.
On the
contrary, it was a decidedly precarious way to make a
living, quite aside from salary levels. The preprofessional service nonetheless came to have a
substantial cadre of experienced, if technically
amateur, senior diplomatic and consular officers.
5

A broadly typical appointee of the period was
white--only a handful of blacks was named, and those
to a limited number of posts.? He was likely a native
of the Northeast or the Middle west and' a college
graduate. He was middle-aged; three-fifths of th e
total sample were in their 40's or 50's when appointed
to a senior position. He was more likely than not t o
have had a previous career as a lawyer, a journalis t
or editor, or a businessman. The odds were not much
better than even in the span of years 1890-1910 that
an appointee to a senior post would serve more than
once. It was more than probable, however, that h e
would remain in the diplomatic or consular service f or
at least five years.
One think was sure: The senior officer of t he
era had to have political connections. There were,
after all, among the last years before meri t
principles began to have an impact.
The typica l
appointee was not, on the other hand, necessarily a
politician of national stature; relatively few had
been members of Congress or governors. Nor was h e,
incidentally, a military veteran in this period a full
generation after the Civil War, although about one i n
four had in fact served under arms. Finally, he wa s
usually urban based upon appointment and a native-born
citizen of the United States.
The foregoing information suggests the somewhat
surprising conclusion that America' s pre-reform, preprofessional senior representatives abroad were so me
of the best and brightest of the times. These men
came from select socio-economic strata, by and large.
Amateurs and spoils system appointees they were upon
entry, but members of good standing of America' s
emerging middle class professionals they also wer e.
They were not self-evidently in the majorit y
"Political friends and nonenti ties.''8 These offic ers
were in tne main educated an experienc ed
professionals, not in diplomacy or consular affairs ,
but generally speaking in areas of intellectual
endeavor not greatly removed from those fields. Their
prior careers in the law, journalism, business, and
most of the other professions that engaged thes e
senior officers before entering into duties abroad, i n
conjunction with on-the-job diploma tic or consul ar
experience gained over a period of several years ,
marked them as the superior products of an avowedl y
democratic system of selection. A merit-based sub6

elite, in Gaetano Mosca's formulation, they were not.9
The services were still wide open to the inept as well
as the capable, depending on their political
connections. The Rogers Act codifying the desired
profession alization of the unified Foreign Service
was not enacted for the better part of a generation
after 1900.
But the senior ranks of the stillseparate services at the turn of the century were far
from being stuffed with "useless, second-rate
politicians" whatever may have been the case in
earlier times.
·
If this thesis is taken as demonstrated at least
tentatively and can be supported by additional
research, our perceptions of the group will require
modification. Foreign service reform may have been
needed in an organizational sense, but not critically
W'i th respect to the human material that staffed the
senior ranks. Not only W"as an elitist group of young
men entering the lower positions in the diplomatic
service during this period as pointed out, among
others, by Thomas H. Etzold,1b but there was already a
comparable cadre of their elders in place: America's
unrecognized elite of senior officers.
FOOTNOTES
lThis is the assessment of a South Carolina
Congressman in ·1834; see warren F. Ilchman,
Professional Diplomacy in the United States, 1779f939: A study illAaminiStratrn- His£ory - - - - ("mileage-;--f9bf), p 18.
2I refer especially to the studies of Waldo H.
Heinrichs, Jr., Ilchman, Jerry Israel, and Richard H.
Werking.
3Edward Pessen , "Social Structure and Politics in
American History," American Historical Review, Vol.
87, no. 5 (Dec . 1 982) ,- p. 1315 .
Especially
informative on the subject of elites in American life
are Robert weibe, The Search for Order, 1877-1920 (New
York, 1967), and Phihp Burchrs-mult~-volumed Elites
in American History (New York, 1980, 1981 ). Several
essay=rength s~ud~es of particular interest are in
Frederic C. Jaher, ed., The Rich, the well Born, and
the Powerful: Elites ana:lJpperCTassesl.nliTSl;ory
(1Jrbana, III., 1973). ---7

4No personnel files were kept before 1910. The f~les
entitled "Ap,plication and Recommendation for Off~c e,
1797-1901,' and "Name Index to Appointment of United
States Diplomatic and Consular Officers, 1776-1933 ,"
RG 59, National Archives, washington, D.C., ar e
informative, however.
The Department of Stat e
fUblication, United States Chiefs of Mission 1778-1982
\Washington, rev. 1982), is a valuaole comp~lation or
senior diplomatic officers by name and post.
5Elmer Pliscke, United States Diplomats and the ir
Missions: A Profile of Amer~can Emissar~es SIUCe-r778
(Washington, 1975), :P-""198.
6census information in this and the follow ing
paragraphs is from U.S. Government, Census Repor ts,
Twelfth Census of the United States, 1goo (washing ton,
1901}, Vols. I andl!.
-7Blacks were identified as "colored" in Department
of State indexes and ledger lists, but not s o
categorized in official registers. They served at few
posts other than Monrovia and Port-au-Prince.
8Quoted phrase from John 1. Thomas in Bernard Bailyn,
et al., The Great Republic (Lexington, Mass., 1977),
p.- 980. Thomas s comment applies more particularly t o
the slightly earlier period of the latter 1880s and he
notes that the servi~e included a handful of abl e
diplomats.
9Gaetano Mosca, The Ruling Class (New York, 1939). c.
wright Mills, in~~ier Elite (New York, 1956 ),
characterizes sucn-6elect groups as threatening to
free institutions. This was hardly the case with the
senior foreign service 1890-1910, however.
1 OThomas H. Etzold, The Conduct of American Foreign
Relations: The Other SfaeoTT>f"p1.omacY(N"ew YorK,
1977) , PP• 22-27.
-- -

-----------------------------------------------------S'rUDKHT BOBERS
-----------------------------------------------------On December 1, 1823, Canning pubically disavowed any
British designs of aggression in Spanish America."
--Geoff Smith (Queens University, Kingston)
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THE MIKRICAlf 'EAST&Rli ESTABLISHIIERT '
ABD FOREIGN AFFAIRS :
A CHALLENGE FOR HISTORIANS

Priscilla M. Roberts

Part I
This
article's
title
perhaps seems
a
trifle
provocative. The idea that there exists in the United
States a body of individuals committed to what are
often loosely termed 'internationalist' policies, men
drawn largely from the leading financial and business
institutions , law firms, Ivy League universities,
major philanthropic foundations, and communications
media of the East Coast, who take a particular
i nterest in and have had a substantial impact upon the
direction
of
twentieth-century American
foreign
affairs, is scarcely novel.
Indeed, some years ago
Da vid Halberstam's massive study of the Vietnam War,
The Best and the Brightest, in which he made use of
rfie concep~r-tlle foreign policy 'Establishment' as a
means of elucidating American involvement in
the conflict, for many weeks headed the bestseller
lists.1 Leading policymakers themselves employ the
term .
In his most recent volume of memoirs, Henry
Kissinger went so far as to blame much of what he
perceived as the prevailing malaise which afflicted
the conduct of American foreign affairs during and
after the Vietnam years upon the loss of confidence
of what he described as "the foreign policy
Establishment •
[ t]he leadership group in
America that had won the battle against isolationism
in the 1940s and sustained a responsible
American
involvement in
the
world throughout the postwar
period."2 i'iany other books and articles have likewise
given considerable emphasis to the foreign policy
role of what their authors believe can be regarded
a s an East Coas t 'Establishment.'
Closer examination of the extant historiography on the
'Establishment' soon, however, reveals that, while
s ome stimulating work on the subject exists, there is
a surprising dearth of serious full-scale studies.
J ournalists have probably been the most prolific
writers on the 'Eastern Establishment,' a term which,
indeed, still lacks a certain academic respectability,
due in part, one suspects, to its frequent appearance
in the news media, an arena which so-called serious
historians tend to regard with distrust mingled with
9

what, in at least some cases, seems not unlike
fascination.
(Lest I be suppposed to disparage such
studies, I should add that, in my opinion, the
majority of the most stimulating, interesting, and
perceptive work to date on the 'Establishment' is that
of various American and British journalists.)
Richard M. Rovere's semi-serious article of 1961, "The
American Establishment," which attracted much
attention and which many who might be supposed to
possess 'Establishment' credentials felt was at least
partially accurate, was the fons et origo of this
particular body of work. Rovere-attemp'ted to define
the membership and institutional organization of the
'Establishment' and to describe the predominant
characteristics of its personnel. Like virtually all
subsequent journalists who have commented on the
'Establishment,' he regarded its foreign policy
attitudes as central to any understanding of this
group's aims and purposes, and stressed the importance
of conformity to the 'Establishment' line on
international affairs. Rovere suggested that, whereas
'Establishment' members are permitted much latitude in
their behavior as to domestic matters , such tolerance
ends at the water's edge. "The Establishment," he
wrote, "has always favored foreign aid . It is, in
fact, a matter on which Establishment discipline may
be invoked ."3 In the most recent major work on the
subject, their book The American Establishment,
Leonard and Mark Silk IlfiwTSe aevotea considera:Dre
space to the 'Establishment's' foreign policy
attitudes and activities. Moreover, they opined that:
"In the United States, if The THING [the synonym for
the British ruling elite coined by william Cobbett,
the nineteenth-century English pamphleteer] is to be
located in its purest form, then the Coun-cil on
Foreign Relations is the place."4 Consciously or not,
the Silks were echoing the conclusion of Theodore H.
white, who in 1965 chose as the most central
'Establishment' institution that same Council~ which
he felt "emphasize[d the 'Establishment's'] brooding
concern for America's larger position in the world."5
Shortly afterwards , the respected columnist Joseph
Kraft pointed out that, historically , "the main
function [of the 'Establishment' J •••• N"as to drive
isolationism from the field, to make internationalism
not only respectable but beyond serious questions."
Kraft went so far as to suggest that, by the mid1960s, the general acceptance which American foreign
10

policymaking circles accorded these principles had
actually destroyed the 'Establishment's' raison d' etre
and made it obsolete.6
--The shock of the Vietnam ~ar was largely responsible
for two of the most extensive and penetrating
journalistic studies of the 'Establishment's'
influence upon foreign affairs: Halberstam's The Best
and the Brightest, and Godfrey Hodgson's In our-Time:
Iilthe first work Halberstam, who had spent several
years reporting the Vietnam war for the New York
Times, made an impassioned, scathing, ana-Difter
fila:iCtment of the 'Eastern Establishment.' He laid
much of the responsibility for American involvement in
Vietnam upon the lack of perception, false
assumptions, and hubris of such 'Establishment'
representatives ~itn:ln the Kennedy and Johnson
Administrations as McGeorge and Nilliam P. Bundy, walt
W. Rostow, Robert McNamara, and Dean Rusk. Halberstam
believed that such men were the heirs to a foreign
policy tradition which led them to make grave errors
of judgment respecting both the American people and
American omnipotence in international affairs.?
Although perhaps understandably less bitter than
Halberstam, the British Hodgson concurred in ascribing
much of the blame for American involvement in Vietnam
to the '!!:astern Establishment's' foreign policy
tradition.
He too claimed that members of the
'Establishment' attach more importance to their
fellows' stance on foreign affairs than to their views
on domestic matters. As he put it: "The kernel of
the bipartisan Establishment's policy was simple: to
oppose isolationism." llioreover, Hodgson traced the
'Establishment's' influence upon official foreign
policymaking back at least to ~orld War II, when, he
argued, there came together in government service "the
internationally minded lawyers, bankers and executives
of multinational corporations in New York, the
government officials in washington, and the a cademics,
especially in Cambridge."8
while journalists perhaps preponderate in this field,
several important academic works have also made some
use of the concept of a foreign policy
'Establishment. '
Various scholars have argued,
sometimes only tangentially , that for much of the
twentieth century a small group of men , who apparently
c losely resemble what is often popularly termed the
'Establishment,' have domina ted American foreign
11

policymaking. In the study American Imperialism: ~
Speculative Essay, which appeared 1n the late 1960s,
Ernest R. May suggested that since even before the
turn of the century, few Americans have taken any
strong interest in foreign affairs. He characterized
the "influentials," "opinion leaders," or "foreign
policy establishment" of the late nineteenth- and
early twentieth-century "public specially in t erested
in foreign policy" as upper-class, wealthy, educated,
and possessed of some international experience in the
sense of travel in and connections with Europe.
Prominent among this foreign policy public , May
claimed,
were leading lawyers,
bankers,
industrialists, politicians, clergymen, educators, and
editors. In an early version of his study, moreover,
he stated that in this period, "to an even greater
extent than has been observed in recent times, New
Yorkers dominated the national foreign policy
establishment." May suggested that throughout the
twentieth century men of this type may have exercised
a disproportionate influence upon the conduct of
United States foreign policy, and tha t the American
public as a whole not only takes little interest in
foreign affairs, but has been offered a choice between
alternative policies only on occasions when members of
this inner circle have disagreed among themselves.9
Some years later, in The Public ' s Impact on Foreign
Policy, Bernard C. Coh~also contended tfiat;orficial
Amer1can foreign policymakers pay relatively little
heed to the views of the general American public, whom
in practice they attempt to "educate" to endorse their
own views. By contrast, Cohen pointed out, certain
prominent "notables" such as - - in the 1950s and 1960s
-- John J. McCloy, Dean Acheson, the Rockefeller
brothers, George F. Kennan, Walter R. Reuther, and
Christian Herter, "private men of public standing with
prior experience in foreign affairs" gained from
either governmental or international business work, do
enjoy ready access to official policymakers and can
frequently influence their foreign policy decisions.
Indeed, many government officials tend to regard such
men as elder statesmen and often consult them of their
ow-n voli tion.1 0
In the book Roots of war, published the same year as
Cohen's study, Richard-~ Barnet drew attention to the
ascendancy over post-1940 American foreign
policymaking of "a national security elite remarkable
12

for its cohesiveness, consistency, and above all,
persistence. Nothing like it," he claimed, "existed
before in the United States and, outside the area of
foreign affairs, its equivalent cannot be found."
Barnet characterized this elite as a closely-knit
aristocracy of talent, composed of men of great
ability and high ideals, who live in a somewhat
rarefied world which, while endowing them with highlevel international contacts, gives th e m little
understanding of either their own country or ordinary
people. Drawing attention to such men's domination of
foreign affairs he pointed out that "bet ween 1940 and
1967 ••• all the first- and second-level posts in a
huge national security bureaucracy were held by fewer
than foQr hundred individuals who rotate[d] through a
variety of key posts." The great majority of these
c ame from the leading corporate and financial
institutions of New York and, to a lesser extent,
Boston and Detroit. Besides holding public office,
Barnet argued, as priv a te citizens many of these
individuals have the entree to the highest circles of
any administration and give governmantal officials
much informal advice. Like Halberstam and Hodgson, he
contended that this group of men bore much of the
responsibility for Ameri can involvement in the Vietnam
war. 11
In Second Chance, his study of "the triumph of
internationiliSiii-in America during world war II,"
Robert A. Divine concentrated on a slightly earlier
period. He drew attention to the existence from
around 1920 onwards of a body of committed
"internationalists."
According to Divine, these
individuals were an extremely homogeneous group.
Predominantly "old-stock Protestant Americans" and
well-to-do Anglophiles, the great majority of them
came from the Northeastern United States. They were
primarily interested in Europe, "believed that the
United States had inherited England's role as arbiter
of world affairs," and "showed little sympathy for the
plight of colonial peoples •••• Bankers, lawyers,
editors, professors and ministers predominated; there
were few salesmen or clerks and no workmen in their
ranks. The business community was represented by men
who dealt in the world markets •
Small
manufacturers, real-estate brokers and insurance
executives were conspicuously absent." The most
prominent of the organizations through which these
interwar "internationalists" expressed their foreign
13

policy views ~ere, i n Divine's opinion, the Leagu~ of
Nations Association the W'oodrow wilson Foundat1.on ,
the Foreign Policy Association, the Council on Foreign
Relations, and the Carnegie Endowm~nt for
International Peace. Like Barnet Divine cla1.med that
these "internationalists" were insulated from the man
in the street," and showed a marked inability to
comprehend prevailing American public sentiment on
foreign policy issues. During the Second world tlar,
most of them supported American aid to the Allies and
in many cases American intervention; they were also
keen advocates of United States participation in some
form of postwar international organization.12
,
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while Divine did not specifically refer to a foreign
policy 'Establishment,' other American and British
historians have utilized the concept when dealing with
the period during and after World war II. In his
study of those Americans who prior to Pearl Harbor
strongly supported American intervention in the war,
Mark Lincoln Chadwin pointed out that the great
majority of these individuals could plausibly be
regarded as members of the 'Establishmen t.•1 3 The
British scholar H. G-. Nicholas believed that "in the
critically formative years of 194 7 to 1949 both
Britain and the U.3.A. were fortunate · in being able to
co mma nd the services of an exceptional group of
le a ders • • • • Deeply patriotic, their vision
nonetbeless transcended parochial nationalism and
served the interests of a wider community, sometimes
of the North Atlantic, often of a yet wider world."
The Americans among these leaders, Nicholas wrote:
came to bear the label of ' the East Coas t
establishment,' a label accurately
descriptive not so much of their origins ,
which were far more diverse and scattered
than it implied, but of a certain community
of outlook.
Many had served wartime
apprenticeships in washington or the armed
services which had given them firsthand
experience of alliance politics. Most shared
the experience of having battled against
parochialism and isolationism at home. Most
-- though not all -- had been Atlantic
Firsters.14
Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr., has also employed the term
'Establishment' in connection with foreign affairs.
In A Thousand Days, his characteristically lengthy
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tome on the Kennedy Administration, he spoke of "the
New York financial and legal community-- that arsena l
of talent which had so long furnished a steady supply
of always orthodox and often able people to Democratic
as well as Republican administrations.
This
community," Schlesinger continued,
was the heart of the American Establishment.
Its household deities, were Henry L. Stimson
and Elihu Root; its present leaders [in
1960], Robert A. Lovett and John J. McCloy;
its front organizations, the Rockefeller,
Ford and Carnegie foundations and the Council
on Foreign Relations; its organs, the New
York Times and Foreign Affairs. Its politlCs
were prea om in ant 1 y Rep u b l i can; but i t
possessed what its admirers saw as a
commitment to public service and its critics
as an appetite for power which impelled its
members to serve Presidents of whatever
political faith.
Schlesinger described John F. Kennedy's efforts as
president to reassure and work with this community,
which his own attacks upon French policies in Algeria
and his father's anti-interventionism before world ~ar
II -- and also the latter's maverick financial
activities -- had s eriously alarmed.15
Impressive as the body of journalistic and academic
labors discussed here may at first appear, on the
whole an absence of large-scale, fully researched,
detailed, and dispassionate studies characterizes
scholarly works on the 'Establishment.' Those which
currently exist are generally either fairly smallscale, suggestive rather than conclusive, or else
large but impressionistic studies such as those of
Halberstam and Hodgson. Few are based upon extensive
primary research.
In several of these works,
moreover, the 'Establishment' features only as one of
several groups discussed, and the allotted few pages
are naturally sketchy. Under such constraints, the
very personnel of the 'Establishment' inevitably often
remain somewhat shadowy general types; the vivid
individual character sketches of Halberstam, Kraft,
and the Silks are in sharp contrast to other writing
in this area.
Little serious attempt has yet been made even to
define whom one may consider to be members of the
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'Establishment,' or whe r ei n, if a t a l l , the
'Establishment's' foreign poli cy v i ew s diff e r from
those held by many other Amer i cans, l et alon~ to
discuss the reasons why those holding t h e s e ~~ews
should subscribe to them. Mos t of those s t ud~es I
have mentioned aver that since at leas t 1940 the
'Establishment' has exercised a substantial and
significant influence upon the course of American
foreign affairs.
They do not howe v er , pause to
discuss precisely how great a role in the direction of
American foreign policy the 'Establishment , ' as
opposed to any other group, enjoyed in connec t ion with
any specific issue or on any given occasion, or
whether its power in this area increased, diminished,
or varied in force over time.
One particularly notable gap is the absence of any
real work upon the origins and development of the
'Establishment's' foreign policy tradition. Or indeed
upon the 'Establishment' itself in the years prior to
1940.16 Most studies have concentrated upon the years
since the outbreak of World War I I, when the
'Establishment' is generally thought t o have begun to
play a large official role in American foreign
policymaking. Most of those journalists who have
~ritten on the subject have conceded that the
'Establishment' possesses an 'internationalist'
tradition stretching back to such distant figures of
the turn of the century as Theodore Roosevelt and
Elihu Root, one transmitted to various latter-day
heirs, notably Henry 1. Stimson, Robert A. Lovett,
McCloy, Acheson, and the Bundy brothers. Beyond
mentioning a few names these commentators have,
however, made little attempt to describe either the
transmission and, perhaps, modification of this
tradition, or its possible influence upon the course
of American foreign affairs prior to 1940. Even those
who stress the centrality of 'internationalism' to the
'Establishment's' world view and its -- by American
standards -- venerable antecedents have made few
convincing efforts to account for the origins and
trace the roots of the 'Establishment' s' commitment to
'internationalist' policies. Halberstam and Hodgson
made somewhat vague references to the effect of a
belief in "public service," and the latter also
suggested that the 'Establishment's' foreign policy
attitudes were in part "a legacy from half-buried
layers of New England puritanism." Barnet, too, drew
attention to the influence of Calvinist thinking, but
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also gave some weight to simple lllst for power and a
craving for order upon a global scale.17 Such
inchoate suggestions shed little convincing light upon
the roots of the 'Establishment's' foreign policy
beliefs; one is left with the sense that the
- 'Es tablishment' is naturally 'internationalist' and
could be no other. A deta ched observer might not hold
this truth to be entirely self-evident.
While regretting' the lack of serious studies of the
pre-1940 'Establishment,' one would not wish to ignore
the often outstanding recent work of such historians
as Frank Costigliola, Michael J, Hogan, Burton I.
Kaufman, Melvyn P. Leffler, Walter A. McDougall, Carl
p, Parrini, Stephen A. Schuker, Dan P. Silverman,
Robert H. Van Meter, Jr., and Joan Hoff wilson. Their
writings have devoted considerable attention to
American 'internationalism' during the 1920s and
1930s.
While they have rarely concentrated
deliberately upon men and organizations simply becaus e
of what one might term their 'Establishment'
connections these works contain much important
informat ion on and valuable insights into the
activities of many groups and individuals who might
well be thought to tflay significant roles within the
'Establishment.• 1
Interestingly, though, these
historians have generally abstained--perhaps
deliberately, but quite possibly because they find the
concept somewhat unwieldy--from using the term
'Establishment.'
Several factors appear to have contributed to the
dearth of major studies of the 'Establishment' and to
what often seems to be professional historians'
reluctance to employ the term. Firstly, the undoubted
journalistic and popular connotations of the concept
of an ' Eastern Esta bl ishment' have tended to make it
somewhat suspect to soi-disant serious historians.
Until recently, academics fiaa-iell-nigh abandoned the
subject to journalists, who are indubitably more
concerned to elucidate current events than to
investigate in great detail the initial antecedents of
later developments. As a result, most writing on the
'Establishment' has tended to concentrate on the
immediate past, from world War II onwards, rather than
delving into the events of World war I and the
interwar years.
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Secondly, the highly politicized nature of th~ idea of
an 'Eastern Esta blishment' militated aga1.nst the
appearance of detached, scholarly studie.s. ~he very
term is, of course, heavily freighted w1.th 1.ntense
emotional, class, sectional, and social. overtones. It
is probably true to say that the concept of an
'Establishment' runs counter to many important tenets
of the American political tradition of democracy. Any
American historian may well find it difficult to
remain detached when faced with the implication that
there exists within American socie ty a superior class,
an elite of some description which sets policies for
the rest of the nation. Most historians are likely to
be participants in at least some current politic al
debates, and may well have strong opinions as to the
rights and wrongs of the attitudes and activities of
members of the 'Establishment.' Any stlldy of the
influence of such a body as the 'Establishment' upon
United States foreign policy, which has generated so
many explosive debates this century, may well prove
decidedly controversial, and quite possibly furnish
ammunition for use by opponents in current and
sllbsequent political disputes. Indeed, many of those
who in theory probably deplore even the idea of an
'Establishment' may well, in practice, approve of many
developments which seem to them at least partially the
product of its influence, an added inducement to
refrain from overly close contemplation of the
subject. A certain unofficial self-denying -- perhaps
self-protecting -- ordinance may have deterred many
historians from becoming involved in so potentially
contentious an area.
Partly because of many academics' disinclination to
become entangled with so uncertain and potentially
loaded a subject, non-journalistic writers on the
'Establishment' were often drawn from either the far
Right or the radical Lef t of the American political
spectrum . Although ideologically far apar t, both
groups exhibited a similar highly antagonistic and
polemical attitude. The extreme conservative Right
were the first to attack what they described as the
'Eastern Establishment,' a term which seems to have
originated during the internecine fights between the
Republi can party's 'internationalist' and 'isolationist' wings during and after world War II, which
culminated in the "big steal" of 1952, when General
Eisenhower rather than the 'isolationist' Robert A.
Taft won the presidential nomination. From the mid18

1930s until at least the early 1950s, conservative
Republicans of the Taft-Goldwater stamp claimed, the
"New York Kingmakers," liberal 'internationalist'
Republicans from the top financial, business, legal,
and publishing circles of the East Coast, succeeded in
foisting upon their party left- or liberal-leaning
presidential candidates. Their motives, so those
advancing this theory alleged, were to ensure
continued administration support, whoever might win
the election, for 'internationalist' foreign policies
such as intervention in World war II and postwar
foreign aid.19 From its first appearance, therefore,
the term 'Eastern Establishment' bore, at least for
fundamentalist right-wing Republicans, almost
indelibly pejorative connotations. Books such as M.
Stanton Evans' The Liberal Establishment and John A.
Stormer's None Dare- c-arr-rt Treason ecnoed Senator
Joseph McCartfiY's-accusations that liberal East Coast
Republicans and Democrats alike were guilty of
elitism, prodigality, socialism, and shortsighted if
not downright traitorous pro-Communism.20
From the mid-1950s onward, the radical Left -reviving and echoing traditional agrarian populist
suspicions of East Coast bankers and businessmen -also sharply criticized both the 'Establishm ent 's'
social and economic power within American society and
its foreign policy role. Even before the Vietnam war
C. wright Mills, in his famous book The Power Elite,
suggested that the highest industrial~ol1tiCa1, and
military decision-making circles of the United States
are intimately linked; that both social and familial
ties and common economic interests bind the rich
throughout the nation; that their wealth is largely
invested in the giant corporations; and that, since
these corporations in large part control their
country's political and military institutions, the
corporate rich are thereby enabled to set U.S.
political, social, and economic goals at home and
abroad.21
The Vietnam war gave a great boost to this point of
view and to a school of historiography which tended to
bring a monolithic approach to the study of American
foreign relations, ascribing all developments solely
to the rational pursuit of American economic
interests.
Studies by Noam Chomsky, G. :.iilliam
Domhoff, Gabriel Kolko, Christopher Lasch, William
Appleman williams, and others stressed the influence
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within the American government of wha t some t ermed the
"governing class" or "new mandarins.'.' E:C p~ici t l y o r
implicitly, they regarded suc h 1nd1 V1?u a ls a s
representatives of American capi t a l ism , 1n t ent on
pursuing policies deliberately designed to f ur t her t he
interests of the American business s y ste m and the
corporate institutions with which t hey were connected.
These historians focused upon the foreign poli cy role
of the u.s. financial and business elite, t ogether
with those government officials, politicians, lawyers,
academics, media representatives, fo u ndation
executives, and others whom they regarded as its
ancillary agents. Their studies fiercely criticized
the diplomatic influence and activities of such people
as being immoral, undemocratic, and intended only to
benefit, sustain, and consolidate the American
capitalist system. In some cases this interpretation
of u.s. foreign affairs was carried back even before
the founding of the Republic, and alleged to have
guided the direction of American foreign policy ever
since.22 works with a similar emphasis depicted the
Council on Foreign Relations as an "Imperial Brain
Trust," founded in 1920 with the primary aim of
furthering the drive of American capitalist interests
for world economic hegemony, and painted the more
recently established Trilateral Commission in a
comparable light.23 The whole thrust of the radical
revisionist historiographical school was harshly
condemnatory of the 'Establishment,' whose existence
such historians generally accepted -- usually
regarding it as synonymous with the American upper
class and the corporate elite -- and whose attitudes
and activities they attributed to either desire for
personal economic gain, or anxiety to preserve and
reinforce the American capitalist and class system, or
both.
Interesting and stimulating as some of the radical
revisionists' work may be, their portrayals of the
'Establishment' or -- as the case might b e -- the
"governing class," "power elite," or prominent
financiers and businessmen, tended to lack subtlety
and to accept the a priori assumption that economic
factors of one kina-o-r-another accounted for virtually
all the foreign policy -views and activities of their
chosen subjects. In part, this may have been due to
the overiding influence of the Vietnam W"ar, a third
factor which helps to explain the lack of large-scale ,
scholarly , well-researched studies of the
20

'Establishment.'
The war indubitably greatly
increased public, journalistic, and scholarly interest
in the attitudes and influence of the 'Establishment'
upon the direction of American foreign affairs.
The
emotions unleashed by the conflict ~ere, ho~ever,
often far from conducive to detached and dispassionate
analysis of and reflection upon the 'Establishment'
and its works. The majority of the larger studies of
the 'Establishment' mentioned earlier ~ere the product
of the radical reconsideration of the course of
t ~en tieth-century American foreign policy induced by
the trauma of Vietnam. They reflected the mood of
national self-examination as to how America had become
involved in the struggle and, at least on occasion,
were also a search for scapegoats. Many such works,
including those of Halberstam, Hodgson, and Barnet,
and most radical revisionist studies, were therefore
bitterly critical of what they perceived as the
'Establishment's' role in embroiling the United States
in Vietnam. Moreover, most of these studies tended to
discuss the 'Establishment' primarily in the light of
the prevailing preoccupation with Vietnam, a fact
~hich helps to account for the relative lack of
attention given to the origins of the
'Establishment's' foreign policy tradition, as opposed
to its manifestations from the Second .Vorld War
onward.
A fourth, and perhaps both the primary and the most
interesting reason for the lack of scholarly study
which the 'Establishment's' foreign policy views
attracted may well have been that, from around 1940
until at least the early 1960s, N"i thin governmental,
policymaking, and opinion-forming circles these
attitudes attained the status of a near-orthodoxy.
Immediately before world War II men from the great
East Coast financial and legal institutions, including
Stimson, McCloy, Lovett, Acheson, James v. Forrestal,
and many others, moved into the American government in
order to help Franklin D. Roosevelt prepare the United
States to aid the Allies and possibly enter the war.
As Barnet has rightly pointed out, during and after
the Second world war such individuals maintained and
consolidated their hold upon the decision-making and
operational apparatus of American foreign policy,
dominating the State, Defense, and Treasury
Departments and other bureaucratic agencies concerned
with international affairsJ4 Meanwhile, sympathetic
commentators such as Walter Lippmann disseminated the
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strategic d ogma of the 'Atlantic Alliance,' th e
doctrine tha t the Uni ted States and the Allied nations
of iestern Europe sha r ed common strategic, economic ,
moral, and cultural i nterests of such importance that
the United States should at all costs -- not excluding
war -- be prepared to defend them. A concomitant of
this thory was the conviction that for much of World
war I and the 1920s and 1930s, most Americans ha d
failed to recognize these vital interests, an
oversight which had led directly to the nation' s
entanglement in World War n.25
Despite challenges from the right wing of t he
Republican party, until the mid 1960s these doctrines
held relatively undisputed sway within Americ an
foreign policymaking circles. Moreover, an ent ire
school of historians, the self-styled Realist s ,
accepted the basic Mahanist premise of this line of
thought, and the corollary that considerations o f
national security and strategic interests had made i t
essential for the United States to intervene in bot h
world wars and, after 1945, to maintain the 'Atlantic
Alliance' by means of such expedients as N.A.T.O. and
the Marshall Plan.26
In this atmosphere t he
traditional 'internationalist' views of leading Eas t
Coast financiers, lawyers, government officials, and
others required no elaborate explanation, because they
were considered the only defensible, logical, and
prescient attitude to adopt.
'Isolationism,' by
contrast, was regarded not as an intellectually
responsible or respectable position, but as a n
aberration which required much justification. Th e
prevailing climate of opinion naturally tended t o
inhibit dispassionate study, let alone questioning, of
the 'Establishment's' most fundamental foreign poli cy
beliefs.
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( The conclusion of this essay will appear in the
March issue. --Editor )
YULETIDE GREETINGS FROM ABROAD
by
David A. Langbart, (NARS)
In December 1948, an unusual and decidedly
unbureaucra tic exchange of telegrams took place
between the Department of State and the United States
embassy in Moscow. During the early months of the
Berlin Blockade a sense of isolation pervaded the
embassy in Moscow. The impending holiday season
looked like it would be gloomy and depressing for the
staff there. As a morale-building measure, John M.
11cSweeney of the division of Eastern European Affairs
drafted a seasons greetings telegram for the embassy.
l1cS weeney himself had been transferred from the
U.s.s.R. the previous July and probably knew well the
isolation foreigners experienced in that country even
before the heightening of tensions over Berlin.
Although drafted on December 24 as a Christmas
greeting, the department did not send the telegram
until December 27. In its final form, his telegram
read:
NO DISTRIBUTION
AivlEMBASSY

DEC 27 1948

MOSCOW
1424
To all happy Moscow workers from Eastern
European commissariat best wishes and
exhortat~ons for overfulfillment Yuletide
norm.
[Robert] LOVETT
ACTING [Secretary of State]
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Not to be outdone, th e embassy responded fou r days
l ater with its own gree ting. It read:
RESTRICTED
FROM: Moscow
TO: Secretary of State
NO:

3069, Decembe r 31, 1 p.m .

PERSONAL FOR LEADERS AND CO- wORKERS EUR, EE
AND RELATED COI'lMISSARIATS
Happy report, dear leaders, tha t worke rs here
already overfulfilled year's end norms all
fields, particularly those establish e d
Ministry Compotation Industry (east). ie
assure you, beloved comrades, that inspired
by your precious example and teachings, we
will not rest on these laurels but will
struggle ever on towards even gre a t er
victories in 1949·
[Foy] KOHLER
[Charge d'Affaires ad interim]
Thes e tw o telegrams can be found in the National
Archives, Leg isla ti ve and diplomatic Branch, Re c ord
Group 59, General Records of the Department of State,
1945-1 949 Central Decimal file: 124.616/12-2748 and
124. 616/12-3148.

The following is a letter distributed by the Steering
Committee of the COALITION TO SAVE OUR DOCUMENTARY
HERITAGE

October 24, 1983
During recent weeks several actions have occurred on
th e NARS/NHPRC legislative front. This letter is to
bring you up to date on these actions and, more
im portantly, urge your immediate action to help speed
the process of freeing NARS from the GSA.
The Senate Governmental Affairs Committee held
he arings on s. 905 on July 29. witnesses who spoke
forcefu lly in behalf of independence were historian
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Barbara Tuchman, Former Archivist of the United States
James B. Rhoads, AHA Executive Director Samuel Gammon,
and Archivist of New York State Larry Hackman. GSA
Administrator Gerald Carmen spoke against
independence. With 41 Senators currently sponsoring
s. 905, we hope that the bill will be reported out of
full committee soon, and that floor action will com e
this fall.
On the house side, Congressmen Jack Brooks and Glenn
English introduced an independence bill, H.R. 3987 on
September 27.
Recent threats to NARS make it imperative that we
vigorously push the independence bills to passage .
Two weeks ago, the GSA Administrator was ready to make
his own appointment of someone who was not
professionally qualified as Assistant Archivist for
Presidential Libraries, over the objections of the
Archivist of the u.s.
When the Archivist put his
objections in writing, the Administrator changed his
mind on this issue, but then proceeded to begin to
make sweeping changes by filling top level jobs at
NARS (such as the position of Assistant Archivist for
Records Centers) with his own choices and moving to
transfer certain individuals at NARS to other
positions outside NARS (such as the detailing of the
Public Information Officer to GSA).
He has also
threatened to transfer the Federal Records Centers to
GSA by administrative order. There are also rumors
that the lihi te House Personnel Office has been
requested to find a candidate for Archivist of the
United States. This is clearly an attempt to destroy
the management team that Robert Warner has chosen and
either force him out or remove him. Additionally, the
removal of the Office of Federal Records Centers from
NARS would further dismember the agency before
independence is achieved.
Therefore it is imperative that we make an all out
effort to push the independence of NARS.
we need
House cosponsors for H.R. 3987. Just a few letters
from a Representative's district on this issue could
make the difference. Write your Representative urging
that he or she cosponsor the independence legislation
and vigorously push for its passage. Send copie·s of
your letters to Congressman Jack Brooks, chairman of
the House Government Operations Committee and Frank
Horton, ranking minority member of this committee.
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Letters to the leadership of the Senate (Senators
Baker, Stevens, and Byrd) requesting floor action on
s. 905 are also very important.
NHPRC Authorization:
On October 6, s. 1513 pa sse d the Senate. This bill
wo uld reauthorize the grants program for 5 years, at
$4 million in FY84-85 and at $5 million in FY86 -88.
Th e House and Senate now need to resolve the
diffferences between H.R. 2196 and s. 1513 so the bill
can be signed into law. This legislation will give the
grants program stability which it has not had sinc e
its authorization expired in 1981.
Se nator Mark Hatfield, the prime sponsor of S-151 3 ,
sho uld be thanked by all of us.
Others who were
part ic u larly helpful were Senators Stennis an d
Eagleton.
FY84 funding :
The current continuing resolution funds NARS and the
NHPR C at the FY83 levels through November 10. The
FY84 Treasury, Postal Service, and General Government
App r op riations bill has not been agreed to by eithe r
hous e. If a bill does not pass before the Congress
rece sses in November it is probable that NARS / NHPR C
fundi ng will b e covered under the continuing
resol ut ion again in FY84.
wi t hout grass roots support from those who care about
the fu ture of our National Archives and the NHPRC, the
work that Coalition representatives do in Washington
wo uld b e an exercise in futility.
It is more
i mport ant than ever that you make your views known to
you r re presentatives. And we hope t hat you will also
enlis t the aid of others thro ugh newsletters, phone
calls and other means. Please act now !
Sincerely ,
The members of the Coalition Steering Committee

With regret the editor includes the fo l l owing
c omments by SHAFR members concerning t hree most
notable practitioners of our profession :
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Professor Julius ~illiam Pratt (1888-1983)

when Julius W. Pratt died quietly and peacefully
on January 28, 1983 at Mt. Holly, New Jersey, a gian t
in the field of American Diplomatic History passe d
from the scene. The history profession has lost on e
of its most v-ital spirits. Throughout his 95 years ,
Professor Pratt's great energy and quick mind neve r
flagged. Younger historians may find it difficult t o
believe he had such a long productive and academi c
career that began at the United States Naval Academy
in 1916 and that ended, so far as active teaching was
concerned, in 1968 at the University of Notre Dame.
Though arthritis and badly failing eyesight mad e
life physically taxing for Professor Pratt in his las t
years, his mind was alert and active right to the end.
Right to the last he read the New York Times every
day, kept up with the various news broadcasts, and
overcame the limitations of his eyesight by the use of
"Talking Books." He maintained his keen interest in
the literature on American Diplomacy, and only a few
years ago brought out a new and revised edition of his
widely used History of United States Foreign Policy.
He also maintained his interest in America's current
foreign policies and current affairs and kept writing
in his diary until a few days before his death.
Professor Pratt was born in South Dakota in 1888
and received his doctorate from the University of
Chicago in 1924. In addition to teaching at the Naval
Academy and Notre Dame, he taught at Rutgers,
Rochester, Harvard, D'Youville, Columbia, Hood,
welles, and Munich, and was at the State University of
New York at Buffalo for his longest tenure, 32 years.
It is not necessary to recall the major and enduring
contributions Professor Pratt made to historical
literature.
His name is known and cherished by
historians everywhere and especially by those who work
in his own special field.
In addition to his many scholarly contributions,
Professor Pratt was dedicated to the preservation of
the purity of the English language. According to one
who knew him very well, whatever his last thought may
have been, it was framed as a complete sentence and,
as one of his friends remarked, "with all the commas
in place."
--Vincent de Santis
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Thomas A. Bailey Remembered
on July 26, 1983 , afte r several month s o f
det eri o rati ng health , Thomas A. Bailey , the fi rst
presid ent of the Society for Historians of American
Fo rE) ign Relations, died at age 80 near Stanford , t he
university where as undergraduate, graduate studen t,
and pro fessor he had studied, taught, and lived most
of his life. During his long career he had also spent
a yea r teaching at the University of California ,
Berkeley, three years at the University of Hawaii , and
vario us short periods at other institutions as a
l ecturer or visiting professor. Since most members of
t he Society are doubtless familiar with his writings,
and since his autobiography, The American Pageant
Revi sited: Recollections of aS'tanfora Histori"an
(Stanfora, · Calif., 1gs2), fias-placea on recora-iany of
t he personal ~ualities he chose to reveal, I shall not
dwell on those aspects of his life and career .
Inst ead, I shall share with you a few remembrances
about Tom as man, scholar, and teacher from the
perspective of one who knew him and worked with him as
a graduate student far too many years ago.
Asid e from the love for his wife and family, Tom all
of his adult life had two consuming love affairs, one
with Stanford, and the other with history, as teacher
and a s scholar. At Stanford he spent so much time at
the Quad, the heart of the campus, that colleagues
tho ugh t of him virtually as much a part of it as the
archi tecture.
Indeed , on the third floor of the
history corner of the Quad he wrote the numerous books
and artic l es which bro ught him f a me as one of the
nation' s most distinguished diplomatic historians. In
the l ecture halls and classrooms there, also, h e did
most of his teaching.
Fo r y ears Professor Bailey was known as perhaps the
fine s t and most popular lecturer on campus. I recall
that in my years at Stanford as a graduate studen t
that reputation attracted large classes, and even the
wiv es of graduate students from various disciplines
who made it a point at least once a ~uarter to visi t
hi s classes j ust to see and hear him perform. I n
l ater years, I heard, his style of lect uring lost some
of its popularity.
Nonetheless, he always had a
devoted following.
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Tom's lecturing had a flamboyance about it, perhaps in
the manner of the Baptist preacher that at one time he
had desired to become, that one could not easily
ignore or forget. He prepared and structured his
lectures with meticulous care, and he seemed to com e
alive in the classroom, speaking in rapid, energeti c
bursts. This dynamism, like his lectures, may hav e
been rehearsed for the occasion, for he always struck
me as an innately shy, or, even retiring, man. To the
best of my knowledge, he never winged a lecture. For
him to have done so, moreover, would not have been i n
keeping with his temperament. He once told me, as he
did others, that while at Hawaii, where he reall y
began his teaching career, he would rehearse his
lectures hours at a time before the mirror.
Despite the rehearsals, Bailey the teacher tried, and
I think often succeeded, in conveying to his audience
the impression of spontaneity. He used all kinds of
devices to hold students' attention and to elicit from
them warmth and response, especially laughter. He
filled his lectures with anecdotes, witticisms,
carefully turned phrases, and jokes. As he wrote ~ith
typical self-mockery in his autobiography, he
considered the use of such techniques to evoke
laughter quite proper because "one should remember
that those who are laughing are not snoring." Bailey
once recounted how during the New Deal era he made use
of student assistants provided by funds from the
National Youth Administration to search through back
issues of magazines, such as Readers' Digest, for
puns, jokes or humorous stories "fie could~ncorporate
in to his lectures. He kept files of such materials,
and he did make use of them in future lectures and
books.
Outside the cla ssroom, and sometimes in his seminars,
which ~ere carefully structured but not rehearsed, he
seemed to take pleasure in humorous anecdotes and in
the manipulation of words. Despite the delight in
story telling and in the humorous, I can never recall
hearing an off color anecdote from him. Also in the
sa tire he often employed in the classroom there was
nothing malicious. As everyone involved with history
at Stanford kne~, and as he indicated in his memoirs,
Professor Bailey timed his lectures to the minute.
Many of us as graduate students believed that he even
scheduled his jokes with time built in for the
expected student guffaws or other response. His
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lect ures would begin with the last echo of the class
bell and would ordinarily finish just a few seconds
before the closing bell rang out. Such fine tuning
left no room for interruptions or disruptions. If
anyone dared walk into the cla ssrooom after he had
begun his lecture, he would stop his delivery before
the offender could take a seat, a nd then would order
him out of the classroom. Yet even in such rare
instances of sternness he did not a ct the martinet.
Beyond the world of Stanford, Tom's esteem as scholar
overs hadowed that as teacher.
His scholarly
reput ation rests on a prolific career wherein he
produced a mass of works of impressive erudition and
appealing readability. He worked on his research and
writing ceaselessly. Other than on a Sunday, hardly a
day passed without Tom being in his office wearing a
green eyeshade, putting thin strips of paper as
markers in books he had read, and writing on some
article or book.
He found no end of pleasure in
probing the American past, drawing from it what he
deemed principles or lessons, and to write about it.
He seem ed to take particular joy, in his teaching as
if ell as his writing,
in exposing what he called
historical myths. Like the works of other diplomatic
historians of his generation, such as Samuel F. Bemis,
his histories reflect strong patriotic feelings, or
what he termed his "love for America."
Thomas Bailey founded no school of history and had no
cult following, for he did not infuse his work with a
strong ideological slant, yet he apparently had a
consid erable influence on the writing of American
diplomatic history. He felt that his deepest impact
ca me from his exceptional and sustained emphasis on
the role of public opinion in the shaping of American
foreign policy. Until he took this approach in his
writings , he believed, scholar s had generally slighted
t he elements of public opinion and pressure group
poli tics.
While the role of such opinion in the
making of policy seems less important now than in the
forties when he wrote his pioneering study The Man in
the Street: The Impact of American Public ~niOn on
rDreign Policy--(Ne w Yor~ 1948), few scholars today
write Amer~can diplomatic history without taking into
account public a ttitudes and pressures.
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Bailey the writer also spoke frequently with feeling
and some pride about his notably successful textboo k
writing. He viewed it as a means of reaching college
undergraduates and arousing in them an interest in
American history as written in a stimulating style by
a competent scholar. His style, epigrammatic, vivid ,
colorful, and expressed in simple, direct sentence s
became known to generations of college students al l
over the United States and beyond through hi s
Diplomatic History of the American People. Filled
with anecdotes, puns,-pithy quotations, ana a generous
use of cartoons, unique maps and charts, but anchored
firmly in sound scholarship, this history became one
of the best-selling and most popular textbooks i n
America. It went through ten editions, and seems t o
have acquired such a follo~ing that it had a selfperpetuating momentum. It appeared at times that the
success of his textbooks obscured the quality of his
other writings. Above all, he was a careful scholar
who wrote numerous monographs and penetrating essays
and who believed deeply in the educating and
civilizing value of history.
This conviction, I believe, also colored Tom's view of
university life. He had little patience for the
seemingly endless committees that had in his time
en trenched themselves in American academic life, or
for administrative tasks. Nonetheless, he served two
terms as head of Stanford's history department because
he felt a duty, to his university and to his
profession, to do so. He performed this task, as he
did others, diligently and well. Indeed , during his
tenure the department made a number of distinguished
appointments and took major rank in the academic
world.
During his time as administrator Bailey never
stopped his work as productive scholar. Nor did he
after retirement. Always his devotion to history
remained undiminished. In retirement he continued his
old habit of visiting his office in the history corner
daily to revise his textbooks and to work on fresh
scholarship. During these years he researched and
wrote eight books, either alone or in collaboration
with Captain Paul B. Ryan, a former graduate student
and friend. Only impaired health in the last six
months or so of his life kept Tom from researching,
writing, and publishing to the end.
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Since I knew Tom mainly as teacher, scholar, and
professional friend, his personal qualities that I had
occ asion to observe showed up in that relationship.
Since he guarded his time and did not suffer fools
easily, he sometimes seemed distant or reserved. This
imp ression, I believe, stemmed from his intrinsic
bashfulness. In all the yea r s I knew him, he always
had time for me and my problems, and he gave himself
grac iously.
He also donat e d time generously to
ot hers, especially to graduate students, and he
enc ouraged younger scholars and colleagues in their
res earch and writing often with close readings and
helpful criticism of their work. Such help reflected
Tho mas Ba i ley's kindliness. I cannot recall ever
hearing from his lips a harsh attack on any colleague
at Stanford, or i n the profession as a whole, though
he did lash out at times at ideological dissenters
from his kind of orthodoxy, such as isolationists.
Yet he did not parade his political allegiances.
Although essentially conservative in his political and
social views, he often supported liberal causes and
frequently abandoned his usual Republican attachment
to vote the Democratic ticket. As with his politics,
he wore his distinctions with modesty, an unusual
characteristic in a profession where jealousies over
petty honors can often be ferocious.
Even in his
gener osity, another noteworthy feature in his
character , he gave quietly and without ostentation.
From the steady royalties from his books, he donated
cons iderable money to Stanford, especially to its
libraries and history department. He also remembered
SHAFR with the largest contribution to date to its
general endowment fund.
while Bailey had been honored with el~ction to the
presidencies of the Pacific Coast Branch of the
American Historical Association and the Organization
of American Histori a ns, he se e med to ha ve taken
special pleasure in his presidency of, and a ssociation
with, SHAFR. This feeling may, in part, have come
fro m his role in the founding of the so ci ety. When
Joseph P. O'Grady approached him with the idea of
forming such an organization, Tom responded favorably
but s a id he did not have the t i me necessary for such a
task. He s uggested that Joe get in touch wi th me. I
was pleased to work with Joe and David M. Pletcher in
launchi ng the Soc i e ty, but I have always felt that
somehow the spi rit and character of Tom Bailey and his
dedi ca t i on to h i s t ory and his profession have stood
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behind the organization from its inception until his
death. I know from conversations ~ith him that he was
both amazed and delighted ~ith the solid gro~th of the
Society, in prestige as well as in numbers. I like to
think that just as his reputation as historian lives
on through his scholarshi p, so does a -part of him i n
our Society.
--Alexander DeConde
RKIOOIB.8JUBG ARKlli RAPPAPORT ( 1916-1983)

Armin Rappaport wa s our teacher. He thrived on
teaching, eager to use the c l assroom as his stage t o
excite, challenge, and entertain. Quick-witted and
jovial, Rappaport also knew his diplomatic history.
His students, especially the thousands who signed up
for his undergraduate courses at th~ University of
California, Berkeley and the University of California ,
San Diego were al~ays rewarded by his unique blend of
scholarship and entertainment. He stimulated many
undergraduates to major in history, not just to learn
the past, but to acquire analytical skill--a critical
sense--that they could apply to various questions and
careers.
And he train e d some thirty doctoral
students, instilling in them the need to conduc t
archival research, making them conscious of the need
to strive to be both a good teacher and a good writer.
Armin Ra ppaport, at age 67, died on October 27 ,
1983 in San Fr ancisco's Letterman Hospital. Two weeks
earli e r he had undergone surgery to remove a brain
tumor, but co mp l ications from radiation therap y
developed and pneumonia set in. He is survived by his
wido w, Marjorie Sprouse Rappaport, and two grown sons,
Kenne th and Stephe n.
A na tive of New York City,
Rappaport earned his Bachelor's degree at the
University of Virginia ( 1 936 ) and his Master's from
Yale University (1942), where he studied under Samuel
Flagg Bemis. During the Second World War, Rappaport
served in army intelligence, and he remained in the
Army Reserve until 1960, when he retired as a
lieutenant colonel. After the ~ar he enrolled at
Stanford University to work with Thomas A. Bailey.
Rappaport received his doctorat e from Stanford in
1949, and that year he joined the fa culty at Berkeley.
He remained there until 1967. In 1964-65 he was a
Fulbright professor at the University of Paris; he
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lectured in Europe throughout his career. In 1967 he
mo ved to UCSD to become Provost of the Third College
and Chairman of the History Department. But in those
tumultuous years of the counter-culture and Vietnam ,
his plans for that college ~ere cut short. Radical
stud ents and faculty, including Angela Davis,
suc ceeded in converting it to the "Third World
Col lege ." Rappaport resigned from the Provost's
off ice and continued as Chairman of History until
1970, helping to build it into a highly respected
dep artment. He retired in July, 1983, although he
int ended to teach his diplomatic history course one
mo re time in the Fall.
Armin Rappaport's books came early in his career:
The British Press and iilsonian Neutrality (Stanford
Un~ vers~ty Press, ~1); The Navy League of the United
States (Wayne State Univers~t~ess, 196~; and Henry
t". Shmson and Japan, 1931-1933 (University of Ch~cago
!7ress, 1963;.- He edited Issues in American Diplomacy
M acmillan, 1965); Sources ~nAmer~can Diplomacy
Ma cmillan, 1966); and EssaysTn lier~can 1JIP!omacy
Macmillan, 1967). He also wrote a.-orief"textboolC, "A
Histo ry of American Diplomacy (Macmillan, 1975). He
contr ibuted chapters ana--articles to Alexander
DeConde ' s Encyclopedia of American Foreign Policy
( 1978), Ricl'iard Dean 'Burn? Guide to Amen can Fore~gn
Rela tions since 1700 ( 1 983), and DTploma tic History.
[is later years~e devoted to teaching and the
profession. He was active in SHAFR, being elected its
Pre sident in 1975·
He helped launch Diplomatic
History becoming its first editor.
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Armin was a popular man of enviable energy. He
played s~uash religiously, drove his MG sport car with
verve, loved good wine and food, wore Ivy League
t~eeds, and always seemed to be going some place--in a
hurry. Conversations with him were spirited and fun,
cha racterized by a fine mix of intelligence and humor.
In his rhythmic and animated style, he regaled his
lis teners with stories. Of Samuel Flagg Bemis there
~ere many.
Bemis' 1916 experience aboard the French
ship Sussex, ~hen it was torpedoed in the English
Channel, stands out.
Bemis saw the torpedo dart
toward the vessel. Fresh from the archives, the young
Bemis worried about his precious notes on Jay's
Treaty. Into the lifeboats went women, children, and
Bemis' little bag of research notes. Into the water
went Bemis.
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Armin was a magician with words. His technique
was to juxtapose a number of synonyms, then contrast
them with some antonyms and homonyms, all the while
describing historical events. A review of your notes
soon revealed that you were not only being drilled in
history, but in vocabulary. He truly loved to wor k
and play with words, and a gentle smile would for m
when he noticed that you recognized that his use of
language was important, and enjoyable.
His magnetism as a maste r lecturer derived from
his great en thusiasm. He was absolutely alive on
stage in front of anywhere from 125 to 500 students .
He had a feel for h is audience. On occasion a
sleeping student was brought to a state of unusua l
attention by a casual comment. Once, in lecturing at
Berkeley on John Quincy Adams and the annexation of
the Floridas, Rappaport found himself spread-eagled in
front of a large map, his right hand pointing to New
Orleans, his left arm and hand waving over the
Floridas. He was drawing the now familiar metaphor of
the peninsula of Florida as the pistol butt , the
panhandle as a barrel, and New Orleans and the mouth
of the Mississippi as a hostile gunman ' s target.
waxing warm with his usual energetic delivery, he
halted , shouting "Stop! Stop! All I see are moving
pens and pencils and the top of heads . Here I am
making this grand thesbian effort, with diction worthy
of Barrym ore, eloquence meant for Churchill, and
cadences that ring like Shakespeare , and all I see are
note "takers." He then walked to the edge of th e
stage, pointed an accusing finger at a couple of
laggards still gazing at their notebooks , and
commanded all to listen and see. Back to the map he
went, back to the story of the Floridas, his wide-eyed
students engaged in the subject.
In smaller classes he used the Sacra tic method,
nudging students to analyze documents and t o interpret
essays . Sometimes he asked you to assume you were
diplomat "X" or President ·~ . " why did they decide as
they did?
He thus provoked debate . I n the healthy
give-and-take, he was never dogmatic, never the
ideologue. Even though his own views were decidedly
traditional and Cold Warriorish, he did not impose
them on us. He encouraged us to think, to debate , to
refine, to prove--but never to conform. He urged
"traditionalists" to read and respect the writing of
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"revisionists ," and vice-versa. why did t hey think as
th ey did?
we were always impressed by his openmi ndedness and fair-mindedness, by his insistence that
evidence match generalization and that slogans were no
subs t itute for carefully-constructed arguments.
Armin Rappaport cared about his students ,
developing a special relationship with them, drawing
out the be st in them, prompting them to cultivate
their talent and to reach for high standards . How sad
it is tha t forthcoming classes will be denie d his
elect ricity and his influence. We remember Armin for
his spirit, ~it, tolerance , care, and intelligence.
we j oin his many other students in our pride in having
wo rked ~ith him.
We kno~ that his many friends
throughout this nation and abroad will take a moment
aft e r reading our statement to remember this good
person in their own ways.
--Thomas G. Paterson (University of Connecticut)
Thomas Zoumaras (University of Connecticut)
Kenneth J. Hagan (u.s. Naval Academy)
Joan Hoff -Wils on ( Indiana University-OAH)
AIBOUJIC&UITS

Robert 1. Messer (IllinOis-Chicago Circle) has been
a~a r d ed the Tom 1. Evans Grant for 1983 by the Board
of Di rectors of the Truman Li b rary Institute. Dr.
Messer wil l be doing research on President Truman and
Unit ed States nuclear weapons policy.
A num ber of SHAFR members have received smalle r grants
from the Truman Board. Among the m are Rhodri
Jeff reys-Jones (Edinburgh) , Clayton R. Koopes
(Ob erlin) , Malcolm A. McKinnon (Harvard ) , Chester J.
Pa ch, Jr., (Texas Tech) , Priscilla M. Roberts
(Ma ryland ) , David A. Rosenberg (Houston ) , and Robert
A. Wampler (Harvard).
The Gerald R. Ford Foundation has announced research
~rants awarded to SHAFR members Rhodri Jeffreys-Janes
lEdinburgh) and Frederick Schapsmeier (WisconsinOshkosh).
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1984 SUIIMER S&MIJIARS FOR COLLEGE TEACHERS

The National Endowment for the Humanities is pleased
to anno unce that 80 seminars fo r c.o llege teachers will
be offered during the summer of 1984. The Summer
Seminars program provides teachers in two-year , fouryear, and fiv e-year colleges ~ith a unique opportunity
for advanced study or research. In 1984, places will
be offered to 960 participant s at 45 different
institutions across the United States as well as one
in Rome .
Each participant will receive a stipend of $3000 to
cover travel to and from the seminar location, books,
and research and living expenses.
For detailed information about the requirements and
subject matter of individual sem inars , about the
availability of housing , and for application
instructions and forms, please write directly to the
seminar directors at the addresses indicated . (Th e
seminars listed below are those the editor believe s
would be of interest to SHAFR members.)
Robert A. Divine
Department of History
University of Texas
Austin, TX 78712

The American Presidency from
FDR to Nixon
(June 18-August 10, 1984 )
Open only to teacher s
in t~o-year coll eges

Ellis Hawley and
Planners and Politicians in wartime
Lawrence Gelfand
and Inter-War America : 1917-1945
205 Shaeffer Hall
(June 18-August 10, 1984)
University of Iowa
Iowa City, IA 52242
Robin 'II. Winks
Department of History
c/o NEH Summer Seminars
Box 2145
Yale Station
New Haven , CT 06520

The Problem of Imperialism in
Comparative Perspective:
Britain and the United States
(June 18-August 10 , 1984 )
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CALL FOR APPLICATIONS: FACULTY SEMINAR
OK TEACHIRG FOREIGN INTELLIGKRCE

fhe Consortium for the Study of Intelligence (CSI), a
pro ject of the National Strategy Information Center ,
~ill sponsor the third faculty seminar on the teaching
of f oreign intelligence from July 13-21 , 1984, at
Bo~d oin College in Brunswick, Maine. Applications are
invit ed f rom faculty who are presently teaching in the
field of diploma tic or military history , or any
discipline that includes intelligence-related areas .
fhe de adlin e for applications will be February 17 ,
1984. Approximately 25 participants will be selected.
CS I will pay round-trip travel and room and board.
Cont act: Dr. Roy Godson, Coordinator, Consortium for
the Study of Intelligence, Suite 60 1 , 1730 Rhode
Isl and Ave, Nw, washington, D.C. 20036, (202) 4290129 .
{]ni versi ty Publications of America, Inc. (44 No .
Mar ket Street, Fr ederick , Maryland 21701) is
publ ishing a b i mon th ly newsletter/ book review
entit led Foreign I n tel l igence Literary Scene. The
edito r i s Thomas F. Troy; the cost is $25 annually.
1984 BERLIN SEKDIAR

The 1984 Berlin Seminar has been expanded to include
four days in East Berlin in cooperation with the DDRUSA Friendship Society of the DDR. Sessions will be
held at the Europaische Akademie of West Berlin from
July 2- 7 and in East Berlin from July 7-1 1 , 1984.
Thes e seminars have been organized by Bradley
University' s Department of History in cooperation with
the Europaische Akademie since 1981. Both specialists
and non-specialists in German History and U.S.-Garman
rel ations should benefit from the sessions.
Pres entations are made by German faculty , news
repo rters, and government officials.
American participants must pay their travel expenses
t o Berlin. A small fee covers the room, board and
other basic activity during the Berlin sessions.
A few vacancies are open for the 45 positions
available for 1984. Faculty interested in 1984, 1985
or future sessions should write for further
information to:
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Lester H. Brune
Department of History
Bradley University
Peoria, IL 61625

PUBLICATIONS
Lester D. Langley (University of Georgia), The Banana
Wars: An Inner History of American Empire, ~0-1934.
1993. universl ty of KenTucky Press.-~o.
Thomas G. Paterson (University of Connecticut), Major
Problems in American Foreign Policy: Documents and
Essays. -2nd edition. --2VOrumes ~n paper-:-!Iea1ll.
$13.95 per volume.
Linda Killen (Radford University) and Richard Lael
( liestminister College), Versailles and After: An
Annotated Bibliography of American Foreign Relations;
1919-1 933. 1983. Garland.
Nayne s. Cole (University of Maryland), Roosevelt and
the Isolationists, 1932-45· 1983. University 01"
Nenraska Press. ~.JIT:-Hugh DeSantis (Department of State), The Diplomacy of
Silence. 1983. University of Chicago. PaperbaCK
$"8'". 95 •
C.ALRHDAR

December 27-30

The 98th annual convention of the
AHA will be held in San Francisco.
The headquarters hotel will be the
Hyatt Regency Embarcadero.

January 1, 1984

Membership fees in all categories
are due, payable at the national
office of SHAFR.

January 15

Deadline, nominations for the 1983
Bernath article award.
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February

Deadline, materials for the Mar ch
Newsletter.

Febrllary

Deadline, nominations for the 1983
Bernath book award.

April 4-7

The 77th annual meeting of the OAH
will be held in Los Angeles with
the headquarters at the Biltmore
Hotel.

May 1

Deadline, materials for the June
News letter

August

Deadline, materials for
September Newsletter.

August

The 10th annual conference of SHAFR
will be held at George Washington
University.
Proposals are due
early in the new year (1984). The
Program Chairman is:
William H. Becker
Department of History
George washington Univer s i ty
Washington, D.C. 20052

th e

Oct ober 31-November 3
The 50th annual meeting of t h e
Southern Historical Associatio n
will be held in Louisville. Th e
Galt House will be the headquart ers
hotel.
November

Deadline, materials
December Newsletter

November 1-15

Annllal elections for officers of
SHAFR.

December

Deadline, nominations for the 1984
Bernath Memorial lectureship.

December 27-30

The 99th annual meeting of the AHA
~ill be held in Chicago.
The
headquarters hotel is yet to be
announced.
(The deadline for
proposals has passed.)
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for

the

(The 1985 OAH will meet in Minneapolis, April 17-20
Program Chair:

Gerald N. Grob
Department of History
Rutgers University
New Brunswick, NJ 08903
The deadline for proposals is
February 15, 1984.)
STUDENT FOIBLES

Mark Gilderhaus (Colorado State University) sends the
follo~ing for our edification.
A student in an upper-division class submitted a
paper presumably about the American decision t o
intervene in Vietnam.
I found the paper to be
unacceptable in every respect and told him so. It was
so bad I could not put a grade on it.
He said,
"That's funny. When I turned it in at junior college ,
I got a D."
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THE STUART L. BERIATH BMORIAL PRIZE :roR THE BEST
SCHOLARLY ARTICLE IB U.S. DIPLOMATIC HISTORY
The Stuart L. Bernath Memorial Award for scholarly articles in American foreign affairs was set up i n
1 976 through the kindness of the young Bernath's
parents, Dr. and Mrs. Gerald J. Bernath, Laguna Hills,
California, and it is administered through selected
personnel of SHAFR. The objective of the award is to
identify and to reward outstanding research a n d
writing by the younger scholars in the area of u.s.
diplomatic relations.
CONDITIONS OF THE AwARD
Eligibility: Prize competition is open to the author
of any article upon any topic in American Foreign
Relations that is published during 1983. The article
must be among the author's first five (V) which have
se en publication. Membership in SHAFR or upon a
c ollege/university faculty is not a prere~uisite fo r
e ntering the competition.
Authors must be und er
thirty-five (35) years of age, or within within five
(5) years after receiving the doctorate, at the ti me
th e article was published. Previous winners of the
S.L. Bernath book award - are ineligible.
Procedures: Articles shall be submitted by the autho r
o r by any member of SHAFR. Five (5) copies of e a ch
a rticle (preferably reprints) should be sent to t h e
chairman of the Stuart L. Bernath Article Prize
Co mmittee by January 15,1984. The Chairman of the
Committee for 1983 is Harry Stegmaier, Department of
History, Frostburg State University, Frostburg, Maryland 21 532.
Amount of Award: $300.00. If two (2) or more authors
are considered winners, the prize will be shared. The
name of the successful writer(s) will be announced,
along with the name of the victor in the Bernath book
prize competition, during the luncheon for members of
SHAFR, to be held at the annual OAH Convention,
meeting in 1984, at Los Angeles.
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AwARD WINNERS
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983

John C.A. Stagg (U of Auckland, N.Z.)
Michael H. Hunt (Yale)
Brian L. Villa (U of Ottawa, Canada)
James I. Matray (New Mexico State U)
David A. Rosenberg (U of Chicago)
Douglas Little (Clark U)
Fred Pollock (Cedar Knolls, N.J.)
Chester Pach (Texas Tech)

-----------------------------------------------------THE STUART L. BKRIIA'rH JIEMORIAL LECTURE
IB AXKRICAN DIPLOMATIC HISTORY

The Stuart L. Bernath Memorial Lectureship was
established in 1976 through the generosity of Dr. and
Mrs. Gerald J. Bernath, Laguna Hills, California, in
honor of their late son, and is administered by a
special committee of SHAFR. The Bernath Lecture . is
the feature at the official luncheon of the Society,
held during the OAH convention in April of each year.
Description and Eligibility: The lecture should be
comparable in style and scope to the yearly SHAFR
presidential address, delivered at the annual meeting
with the AHA, but is restricted to younger scholars
with excellent reputations for teaching and research.
Each lecturer is expected to concern himself/herself
not specifically with his/her own research interests,
but with broad issues of importance to students of
American foreign relations. The award winner must be
under forty-one (41) years of age.
Procedures: The Bernath lectureship Committee is now
soliciting nominations for the 1985 award from members
of the Society, agents, publishers, or members of any
established history, political science, or journalism
organization. Nominations, in the form of a short
letter and curriculum vitae, if available, should
reach the Committee no later than December 1, 1983.
The Chairman of the Committee, and the person to whom
nominations should be sent, is Harriet D. Schwar,
Office of the Historian, Bureau of Public Affairs,
Department of State, Washington, D.C. 20520.
Honorarium: $500.00 with publication of the lecture
assured in Diplomatic History.
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AWARD WINNERS
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984

Joan Hoff wilson (Fellow, Radcliffe Institute)
David s. Patterson (Colgate)
Marilyn B. Youn~ (Michigan)
John 1. Gaddis (Ohio U)
Burton Spivak (Bates College)
Charles DeBenedetti (Toledo)
Melvyn p. Leffler (Vanderbilt)
Michael J. Hogan (Miami)
THE STUART L. BEBJU.TH KEKORIAL BOOK CO.MPETITO.li

The Stuart 1. Bernath memorial Book Competition
-.,as initiated in 1972 by Dr. and Mrs. Gerald J. Berna t h, Laguna Hills, California, in memory of their
l ate son. Administered by SHAFR, the purpose of the
competiton and the award is to recognize and encourage
distinguished research and writing of a lengthy nature
by young scholars in the field of u.s. diplomacy.
CONDITIONS OF THE AWARD
El igibility: The prize competition is open to any
book on any aspect of American foreign relations that
is published during 1983. It must be the author's
fi rst or second book. Authors are not required to be
me mbers of SHAFR, nor do they have to be professional
academicians.
Procedures: Books may be nominated by the author, the
publisher, or by any member of SHAFR. Five (5) copies
of each book must be submitted with the nomination.
The books should be sent to: Dr. william Stinchcombe,
Department of History, Syracuse University, Syracuse,
N.Y . 13210. The works must be received no later than
February 1, 1984.
Amount of Award:
$1,000.00.
If two (2) or more
writers are deemed winners, t he amount will be shared.
The award will be announced at the luncheon for members of SHAFR, held in conjunction with the annual
meeting of the OAH.
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Previous winners

1972
1~3

1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1~9

1980
1981
1982
1983

Joan Hoff wilson (Sacramento)
Kenneth E. Shewmaker (Dartmouth)
John 1. Gaddis (Ohio U)
Michael H. Hunt (Yale)
Frank D. McCann, Jr. (New Hampshire)
Stephen E. Pelz (U of Massachusetts-Amherst)
Martin J. Sherwin (Princeton)
Roger v. Dingman (Southern California)
James R. Leutze (North Carolina)
Phillip J. Baram (Program Mana~er , Boston)
Michael Schaller (U of Arizona)
Bruce R. Kuniholm (Duke)
Hugh DeSantis (Department of State)
David Reynolds (Cambridge U)
Richard Immerman (U of Hawaii)
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·rHE SHAFR NEWSLETTER
SPONSOR: Tennessee Technolog i ca l University, Cookeville, Tennessee.
.
EDITO R: william J. Brinker, Depa r tment of H~sto ry,
Tennessee Tech.
EDITORIAL ASSOCIATE: John W. Winters, Tennessee Tech.
EDITORIAL ASSISTAN·r : Sc ott Hickman , Tennessee Te ch.
ISSUES: The Newsletter is published on the 1s t of
March, June , Septembe r, and December. All members receive the publication.
DEADLINES: All mate ria l mus t be in the office of the
editor not later than four (4) ~eeks prior t o the
date of publicati on.
ADDRESS CHANGES:
Notification of address changes
should be in the office of the editor at least
one month prior to the da t e of publication.
BACK ISSUES:
Copies of most ba c k numbers of the
Newsletter are ava ilable and may be obta ined from
the editorial office upon payment of a s ervice
charge of 75 cents per number. If the purchaser
lives abroad, the charge i_,s $1.00 per number.
MATERI ALS DESIRED: Personals l~romotions, transfers,
obituaries, honors, a ~ards ) , announcemen t s, a bstrac t s of scholarly papers and articl es delivered--or published--upon diplomatic sub jects,
bibli o graph i cal or h~storiographical e ssays
dealins ~ith diplomatic topics, essays of a "ho~
to-do-~ t " nature respecting the use of d~p l o matic
materials i n various (especially foreign) depositories , biosraphies, autobiograph i es of "elder
statesmen" ~n t he field of u.s. diplomacy, and
even j okes ( for fillers) if u ~ on dipl omatic
topics . Authors of "straight" diplomatic a rticles should send their opus es to Diplo matic
History. Space limit a tions f orbid th e car r y ing
of book reviews by the Ne wsletter.
FORMER PRESIDENTS OF SHAFR
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982

Thomas A. Bailey ($tanfo r d)
Alexander DeConde (~alifornia-Sa~ta Barbara )
Richard w. Leopold North ~e s te rn)
Robert H. Ferre ll ( ndiana)
Norman A. GraeQner Vir~inia)
wayne S. Cole (Maryland)
Bradford Perkins \Michi san)
Armin H. Ra~paport (Cal~fornia-San Diego)
Robert A. D~vine (~exas)
Rarmond A. E~thus (Tulane)
Ak~ra Iriye \Qhicaso)
Paul A. Varg lMichCtan State)
David M. Pletcher
ndiana)
Lawrence S. Kaplan ~ent State)
Lawrence E. Gelfand (Iowa)
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